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Sub: One time filling up of posts of JTOs by the TTAs qualified for 35% Deptl quota and 

waiting for JTO training.           

 Sir,  

           As per a resolution adopted in BSNL Board in 2001, BSNL has ordered for diversion 

of 500 posts of JTOs each for the year 2006 and 2007 vide its No. 5-4/2007/Pers.IV/I dated 

26.12.2007 and No. 5-4/2007/Pers.IV/II dated 26.12.2007 respectively from the direct recruit 

JTOs vacancies to 35% departmental quota for the TTAs qualified in 35% departmental 

quota, completed Phase I training (except field training) and waiting for posting as JTOs for 

last several years. But this measure is found to be inadequate since even after the issue of the 

above orders, 2337 qualified TTAs will have to wait to get their promotion as JTOs. During 

these years many of these qualified TTAs have retired without being promoted as JTOs and 
some more qualified TTAs will retire shortly. It is really a matter of serious concern that even 

after qualifying in the Departmental examination long back, opportunity is not coming to 

these TTAs to get posting as JTOs. This has naturally created frustration and demoralization 

in them. 

2.      In order to give immediate relief to these qualified TTAs, it is requested to kindly create 

and/or divert JTO posts to 35% departmental quota from other quota of JTOs and promote 

these 2337 number of qualified TTAs as JTOs. Alternatively, the unfilled vacancies of direct 

recruit quota of JTOs and other departmental quota be utilized to promote the remaining 
qualified TTAs.   

3.      We shall be extremely grateful if our above request is duly considered and accepted to 

give relief to the remaining qualified TTAs waiting for promotion. 

          With kind regards, 

                                                                                                       Yours  sincerely,   

                                                                                                                   

 

 

(V.P.Arya) 
                                                                                                         General Secretary 

Copy to: 

Shri Gopal Das, Director (HRD), BSNL Board, New Delhi. 


